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Day of the Doctor In the wake of the 2015 Christmas Day Doctor Who finale, fans are left wondering

what we can expect from Peter Capaldi's first series as the 11th Doctor. And what can we expect
from Matt Smith's final Christmas day ever? Doctor Who returned to screens this week with The Day

of the Doctor, the 50th anniversary special featuring the 11th Doctor's final adventure - and
conclusion - on television. And if we learned one thing from the finale, it's that The Eleventh Doctor

had his last adventure, and the time to leave has come. The journey has lasted eleven years, and it's
finally time to say goodbye. But what is the real story of The Day of the Doctor? And how did writer,
lead doctor and director Steven Moffat wrap up the series? The Eleventh Doctor started off a story
line in which he was forced to sacrifice himself for the greater good. The TARDIS literally crashed,

and all of time and space combined to create the day of the doctor. With his regenerated body
screaming in agony, the Eleventh Doctor sent himself to a future where his greatest enemy would

never know of his existence and his greatest rival will be powerless - but he didn't expect it to
happen. Of course, from that point on, everyone and everything had a piece of The Doctor, and the

series started to focus on the House of the Doctor. The Doctor's travels took him to faraway lands, to
the sun of a distant planet and even far more than just space and time. He battled robots and alien
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assassins on the alien planet of Rassilon (the creator of the universe), he battled the Weeping Angels
(who Time Lord ally to the Doctor) and even friends had to be sacrificed. But what happens when

you lose so many different people you care for and truly love? c6a93da74d
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